Method of gas mixtures discrimination based on sensor array, temporal response and data driven approach.
This work presents a method of gas mixtures discrimination. The principal concept of the method is to apply measurement data provided by a combination of sensors at single time point of their temporal response as input of the discrimination models. The pattern data combinations are selected for classes of target gases based on the criterion of 100% efficient discrimination. Combinations of sensors and time points, which provide pattern data combinations in course or repeated measurements, are encoded in the form of addresses. The designer of sensor system is responsible for their selection and they are included in the software of the final instrument. The study of the method involved the discrimination of gas mixtures composed of air and single chemical: hexane, ethanol, acetone, ethyl acetate and toluene. Two sensor arrays were utilized. Each consisted of six TGS sensors of the same type. The dynamic operation of sensors was employed. As an example the stop-flow mode was chosen. The work provides the evidence of the existence of sensor combinations and time points, which are successful in discrimination of studied classes of target gases. The persistence of addresses was discussed considering the ability of sensor array to recognize analytes, variability of repeated measurement results, number of repeated measurements and a twin sets of sensors. Altogether, the validity of the method was demonstrated.